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hd 720pThe secret to avoiding a lightning-strike accident is to be vigilant. Know where thunderstorms and lightning are. If you

are in an area where thunderstorms are common, be aware of when and where lightning happens. The National Weather Service
(NWS) warns that “3-5 days of heavy rain are expected and capable of causing flash flooding.” And then there’s “lightning

storms” which can be especially dangerous. The NWS warns that “extreme northerly winds can bring down trees, power lines,
and communication lines. Hail, high winds, and tornadoes are also possible.” Lightning’s Path to You Lightning can strike from
an angle that includes your home, such as directly overhead, directly to your right, or straight toward you. Lightning is also most
likely to strike the tallest building nearby. Some people see lightning, think it’s in the distance, and dismiss it. But that may not

be your best strategy. You are most likely to survive a lightning-strike accident if you hear the sound of the thunder, see the
lightning strike, and are sufficiently far from the strike so that it does not cause a fire or collapse of your home. Get ready for a
thunderstorm and its accompanying lightning and hear it and see it. Notice the timing and direction of the lightning – where it is,
where it is going, and how fast it is moving. If you hear lightning but cannot see it, do not wait! Take shelter! If a strike is close,
you may not hear the sound of the thunder, so you should get there as quickly as possible. If your home collapses, do not wait to
find out whether lightning struck your house before you get there. How to Survive a Lightning Strike Start immediately calling

your emergency contacts. Tell them what happened and where
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